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RISING SENIOR LOTTERY: CLASS OF 2015 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 

When and where is the Class of 2015 (Senior Lottery) being held?    Monday, April 21st, 2014 @ 6pm.  The senior class 

lottery will be held in Science Center 101. 

What will my lottery # be? How it is calculated?    Senior lottery #s are assigned based on the ACTUAL # you selected a 

room on during your sophomore and junior years. Please note that the system bases calculations on the number you used, not 

necessarily the number you were assigned on your lottery card. The Lottery # system generates senior numbers based on the "SUM" 

of your other two numbers. All rising seniors have their sophomore and junior #s added together, and are then listed in order (those 

with the highest overall sum are at the top of the list; those with the lowest overall sum are at the bottom of the list). Rising senior 

#s generally range from #1 - #399.  If you did not take part in one of the previous lotteries (for example, you were on a leave of 

absence, we selected to be a SAM/SAM Roommate, disability housing, housing accommodations), your sum will include the number 

that was assigned to you originally during the lottery 

What makes me ineligible to use my senior lottery number? 

--If you are not planning to graduate within two terms, you may be ineligible for a regular senior number 

--If you have a financial balance on your student account, you may be ineligible for a regular senior number and might not be able to 

participate in the actual event. 

--If you have NOT completed your PE requirement for graduation 

--If you used a senior # during the last housing lottery (you may only use a senior  # once) 

Can I still block?     Yes, and we encourage you to do so.  There are many, many blocks set aside for seniors that consist of all 

singles.  There are also blocks with singles, doubles, and triples. For singles within blocks, only juniors and seniors are eligible for 

those spaces.  If you do not win a block (or choose to not apply for a block), you just simply go the regular lottery.  

Where can I live, as a senior?   As a rising senior, you can live in any of the dorm in the lottery (so long as someone ahead of 

you has not selected that room).  Mertz, Worth, Wharton CD, and Parrish tend to be very senior heavy; you can choose to move into 

Strath Haven and become exempted from the meal plan; changing your meal plan is not a requirement…it is totally up to you 

I am graduating in December and only need the room for Fall.  Will there be a fine if I cancel in the Spring?  

NO. So long as you keep the College informed of your plans, you will not receive a fine. 

When is Move-In and Move-Out for 2014 and 2015? 

For Fall 2014, students may move in NO earlier than Friday, August 29
th

 and must leave their rooms for winter break no later than 

Sunday, December 21
st

, 2014 @ 9am 

For spring 2015, students may move in NO earlier than Saturday, January 17
th

 and must completely vacate their rooms no later than 

Monday, Jun 1
st

 @ 9am SHARP!! 

GOT A QUESTION???? Email Residential Life/Ben Wilson (bwilson1@swarthmore.edu) 


